Find and rescue Perry & Lergey from the Gazillion Corporation!
The cast
Dr. Schmeric Idt
• CEO
• recruited to be “the adult”
• Ph.D. (in science!) from Barkalay
“Perry and Lergey are the heart and soul of Googol”

Melissa Mayor
• VP of User Products
• first employee at Googol Mars
• Graduate of Stamford University
“Googol is my life”

Perry Leaf
• Founder & President, Products
• on leave from Stamford
(advisor: Donna Nooth)
“I’ll finish my degree one day”

Lergey Salin
• Founder & President, Technology
• on leave from Stamford
(advisor: Donna Nooth)
“Course credits don’t expire, do they?”

The story so far
• Googol employees have been leaving for startup companies and have not been heard from since. We
strongly suspect Gazillion Corporation is behind all the companies to which they're leaving, but have
no evidence. We suspect that the employees were lured in with the promise of lavish perks, but that
they're now being held against their will.
• The Googol founders, Perry & Lergey, have also gone missing, presumably to the same fate.
• Every employee left behind a message (puzzle) before they disappeared.
• You need to help track down these employees.
• The Board knows only the Googol managers that report directly to it.
Puzzles and structure
• Solving each employee puzzle will reveal other puzzles adjacent to it in the org chart.
• The seven employees at the top of the org chart are managers. Solving each of their puzzles will
reveal new puzzles left behind by their administrative assistants.
• Remember, each employee has left Googol to join a startup company. We don't know the identities of
those companies yet, but we suspect that figuring out what to do with the AA puzzles will reveal an
important secret.
Help
• The Board is here to help!
• Contact us by e-mail:
board@gooooogol.com. We'll reply
within 15 minutes and often more
quickly.
• Contact us if you need a nudge in
figuring out what to do, if you want to
confirm some hypothesis, or if you
have any other questions.
• We expect that every team will contact
the Board at some point in the game.
Please don't wait until you're not
having fun before you talk to us.

